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Introduction and aims: Driving under the influence of alcohol and other drugs is a major
cause of road traffic injuries and fatalities. Previous work drug driving in Australia has
typically relied upon cross-sectional studies of convenience samples of people who use
drugs, typically recruited in capital cities. In this study we examine how drug driving changes
over time and key time-varying (hence modifiable) factors that relate to drug driving in a
cohort of people who use methamphetamine in Melbourne and regional Victoria.
Design and methods: Longitudial analysis of Self-reported driving within three hours of
taking illicit drugs in interviews of VMAX cohort participants. Mixed-effects multivariate
logistic regression models were used to analyse associations of incidence with a range of
exposure variables.
Results: We found the large majority had driven in the six months prior to recruitment
(571/853, 67%) and the majority of these participants indicated that they had driven after
taking illicit drugs. We found drug driving incidence over time was related to a range of
exposure variables including screening positive for moderate to severe depression, being
arrested in the past year, driving over the legal limit for alcohol and methamphetamine
dependence. Protective factors included lower income and homelessness, most likely
reflecting lower car access.
Discussions and Conclusions: Overall, our findings suggest possible drug-driving benefits
of methamphetamine use reduction strategies (e.g. effective drug treatment) or mental
treatment. Contacts with such services and law enforcement are potential touch points for
drug driving education that may result in reduced incidence of drug driving.
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